**Watsonville Adult ED Students**

*Light*

*Even in Darkness*
*Even in Death*
*There is Light*
*Of Love*
*Of Laughter*
*Of Memories*

—Susan Von Schmacht

**What We Are**
The lesson learned from my mom, is family is everything. Learned to live, loved and be happy.

—Diana Weber

**The Horses Are Getting Restless**
Lessons learned from the ones: I learned to respect and to treat every living creature according to its nature.

**Love is You**
Lessons I learned from loved ones: Love is love.

—Jane Reyes -Teacher

**This, Too, Shall Pass**

“This, too, shall pass”, and attempts to expresses an unsentimental view of change and endings. It was inspired by W.H. Adudent’s poem, “As I Walked Out One Evening”.

—Vicki G. Bicknell